





                                     TRANSFORMERS: The Atzerian Wars

                                                     Chapter 1 - Declaration



Cybertron

           Rows upon rows of energon cubes were stacked against the walls, their humming sound that of the energy that was compressed within. To some, it was background noise, to others it was truly a refreshing sound. One could normally appreciate a simple thing such as energon cubes, but now was certainly not the time. More were being brought in as fast as possible, and stacked equally as quick. There was no time to waste, as the offensive would be launched soon.
           It had been a full week since Whiterod’s declaration in the Great Hall. It was accepted with no question by all. Both the Autobots and Decepticons were working together to repair damage, stockpile energon, and prepare for the battle that lay ahead. Standing together for the first time since before the Cybertronian War, there was finally a common goal, a purpose to pursue a full scale war. 
           In trying to take over Cybertron, the Atzerian Elders accomplished only one thing: they had united a divided people who now would have the will to overcome all odds, and fight as a single entity. Cybertron now had a quite upbeat tone, with the vast majority believing that this was a war they could win very easily, and a victory that could be savoured by all. But like in many things, past and present, only time would tell how events would unfold.

           The landing strip usually empty due to it’s location, it was a sight to see for once, with shuttles lined up and down each side, with Transformers and supplies alike being loaded onto them. Among the many ships was Whiterod’s personal shuttle, it’s weapons upgraded, and it’s cargo hold stuffed full of enough energon to sustain a small legion of troops and weapons for lengthy period of time. The ramp still deployed for the time being, Whiterod strolled up it into the ship, and headed to the flight deck.
           As he arrived in the flight deck and began to work some controls, he had an errant thought on how much time he actually spent in this ship on some missions. A smile came across him, and vanished just as fast as the thought passed him by. 
          ‘Tough little ship.’ he thought to himself. 
          A few more adjustments were keyed in before he turned and left, leaving the ship to go oversee the rest of the cargo being loaded onto the other ships.
          The Aerialbots were hurrying about, trying to direct the energon supply into the ships still waiting for their allotment. Whiterod kept walking, until he got to the door of his control tower. He keyed in his security code, and the door slid open with a whoosh, and permitted him entry. He walked through the doorway, and continued over to the lift, getting on quickly and activating it. The lift lurched upward, and began it’s trip. Within a few seconds, the lift was at the control room, and the doors swished open. Whiterod strode into the command area, and looked out the tower’s panoramic window, getting a bird’s eye view of the whole landing strip, and all of the ships strew about.
          The comm panel suddenly beeped. He pressed a button on the panel.
          “Whiterod here.” he said. 
          The monotone voice of Soundwave came across the open channel. “Operation cargo complete. Ready for departure.” 
         "Acknowledged.” replied Whiterod before he cut the comm channel. Whiterod went back to keying in some commands into the central computer, making sure all of the odds and ends were complete before his departure with the others. Although he wasn’t really worried with the imminent offensive, he did have some concern over how the mission would ultimately turn out. After all, this would be the biggest offensive in Cybertronian history if all went as planned, and one would hope that it went off without a hitch. Aside from that, Whiterod was looking forward to it. It’s not everyday you usher in a new era for your planet and then lead them into a war of epic proportions.
          His thoughts now cleared and his work done, he left the control room, walked into the lift, and headed down to the landing strip. It was time to depart. The time for action was now, and once begun, there was no going back. Only history could decide the final outcome of what was about to happen.

          Leaders came and went, and some ultimately met their fate abruptly, with no warning at all. As much as he wanted this new era to be one of those that went along without any problem, he didn’t think it would be as cut and dry this time. He had no problem whatsoever with the re-unification of Cybertron and it’s two factions. Peace was preferable for sure. His problem was the new leader. This Whiterod had killed a few of fellow Autobots, who were also his friends, back in the heyday of the Cybertronian wars.
          Blaster stopped what he was doing for a second and pondered further. Could he trust this new leader, knowing that he might end up like the others? Or was he just being paranoid, and letting the circumstances get the better of him? Either way, his thinking was now getting in the way of his work, and he quickly decided to continue the task at hand.
          He tapped a few controls on the panel in front of him, and the shuttle’s main power came online. This ship had been neglected since 2005, and he wasn’t sure at first if it could be used in the offensive. Aside from being a little dusty, the ship responded will to the new power packs. It’s new weapons almost connected, the shuttle would soon be ready to fly. It was then that Blaster decided to go meet up with First Aid and go over the complete inventory with him. He left the ship’s flight deck, and departed the ship in search of the Autobot doctor.

           Having made sure that the energon and spare part supplies were ready to go, First Aid decided to take a few cycles to go over his own reports and whatnot, tying up any loose ends before the launch. Being the main doctor on Cybertron, he had a considerable amount of duties to perform. Standing in the middle of the landing strip, he quickly transformed into his vehicle mode, an ambulance, and started off towards the far end, where the other Protectobots and some Decepticons were working.
           The trip was quick, and when he transformed back to robot mode, he was greeted by Blaster, who as always, has a large grin on his face. First Aid just shook his head. Earth-style rock music was loudly being pumped out by Blaster, who seemed totally in a world of his own, his head bobbing to the beat.
           “BLASTER!” yelled First Aid.” The music suddenly ceased, and Blaster turned his attention to the smaller Autobot. 
          “Hey, what’s shaking F.A.?” he asked.
           First Aid just stood there. “Shaking? What can I do for you?” he queried. Blaster motioned at the ships. “I thought we could go over the cargo one more time before all hell breaks loose.” he said happily. 
           First Aid nodded his approval. “Very well.” he said. “Let’s get it done.” he finished. He and Blaster started walking towards a shuttle to inspect it’s cargo one more time. Others were still mulling about, trying to secure the last of the equipment, and also re-checking the weapons systems on each ship.
           After boarding the ship, the two of them headed aft to the cargo hold, and began their last checks. First Aid stopped for a moment, then turned to Blaster. 
          “Days like this make me wish Ratchet was still here.” he said. “No matter how bad the odds were, he still maintained his positivity.” he finished.
           Blaster nodded in agreement. “Yeah, he was one cool cat.” said Blaster. First Aid nodded as well, then went back to finishing his work, his mind still a bit preoccupied, his thoughts restless.


Charr

           A quiet place on most days, it’s normally rocky, desolate surface was a beehive of activity in one centralized location. A few years back, the Decepticons had made their presence on Charr a permanent one, building a large base of operations on one of the large open rocky plains. After most hostilities had ceased, some Autobots came to the small world to help staff it, and use the planet as a listening post for Cybertron.
          In the main operation centre, the duo of Shockwave and Ultra Magnus were checking readings and incoming data from spy probes sent towards Atzeria. Intelligence was an integral part of any war, no matter the size. It was then that a few muffled thuds signalled the arrival of another to the operations centre.
          Soundwave stood there, stoic as always. “Laserbeak and Buzzsaw return.” he said in his trademark monotone voice. The two airborne casettes flew in by way of the open hatch near the weapons console. Buzzsaw landed on Soundwave’s left arm, while Laserbeak quickly
transformed in midair and was accepted into his master’s chest cavity. 
          After a quick transformation himself and a connection to the local mainframe, the data that Laserbeak collected was flashing across the screen. Ultra Magnus spoke up. 
         “Those look like twin space stations in a far orbit.” 
          Shockwave agreed. “I concur. Our forces must be sure to eliminate them.” he explained. Ultra Magnus nodded. The attack must go as smoothly as possible, and he knew it. Ultra Magnus also knew that this would be a battle in which he would not be present, a rarity for a career soldier like himself. He and Shockwave and the two resident combiner teams, Computron and Abominus, had been ordered to stay on Charr to keep the surveillance operation going, as well as being backup if needed. It would be horribly foolish to take every last Cybertronian and leave their home territories vulnerable for a counterattack. Soundwave would be joining the fleet, but was leaving Buzzsaw and Ratbat behind to aid the covert intelligence mission. 
            To Shockwave, it didn’t matter whether he was joining a battle, or staying behind to administrate the outpost, as he was content either way. Since the day that he had received word about the end to Autobot-Decepticon hostilities, he had a lot more to do. Being put in joint charge of Charr and being the liasion to Cybertron was actually more work than when he ran all of Cybertron. While he still has mixed feelings about the alliance, he didn’t let anything get in the way of his job. He had always been all about cold, efficient progress.
            Despite everything, Ultra Magnus and Shockwave managed to co-exist quite well, working as a cohesive unit to get the job done. As the data playback ended, Shockwave worked the controls of the main computer, sending a copy of the data back to Cybertron. Ultra Magnus walked past him, and out the nearest door to a waiting group, the Technobots, who were waiting for orders. 
          “Technobots,” Magnus started. “You’re orders are as follows. Commence a patrol of our perimeter until further notice.” he said. Scattershot nodded for all of them.
          “At once.” he said. With that, all five of the Technobots transformed and headed out on patrol, each going in a separate direction to cover more ground. Magnus watched them leave for a quick second, then turned and headed back into the operations centre. There was still much more to be done, and he was sure that the mission to Atzeria would be commencing soon. He decided to confer with Shockwave, and prepare Charr for the imminent firestorm of chaos that was to follow.


Cybertron

           Their engines all coming to life one after another, roaring like the powerful machines that they were, began to lift off the surface of Cybertron and head into space. Whiterod’s ship was the lead, and was the first to leave the surface. The others followed closely after liftoff, not wanting to be left behind on a day that would see the new conflict’s commencement. As the shuttles joined the fleet, the sight of the large mass grew, quite a sight amongst the stars. 
           All of the transformers on the ships, Decepticons and Autobots alike, knew that their date with destiny was close at hand. For those that had already experienced many battles from days past, this was yet another battle in which to prove themselves, to prove to the others their prowess in battle. For others, their lives were temporarily put on hold until all of Cybertron was vindicated for the carnage induced at the hands of the Atzerians’technology. 
           The shuttles thundered on, their target approaching faster as every cycle went by, the darkness of space the backdrop for the operation.


                                                       Chapter 2 - Orders

Atzeria

           “They will come. It’s only a matter of time.” said General Panar, his voice stern but faltering slightly. 
          “Are you saying your forces are weak, General?” queried a deeper, more angry voice. It was that of the leader of the Atzerian people, Fex’ra. 
           Panar immediately retorted. “I’m saying that we might not be able to stop them.They are very strong, and are incensed at what we did to them.” he explained. 
          “Panar,” Fex’ra began. “It’s your job to have the forces under your command protect and defend our world, not question the council!” he thundered.
           Panar seemed deflated by that last comment. “As you wish, my Lord.” he said before bowing and leaving the council chambers. Fex’ra just shook his head.
          “Disobedient fool.” he mumbled under his breath. By Atzerian standards, Fex’ra was quite tall. While only half the size of a Transformer, Fex’ra was taller then most of his fellow androids on their world of Atzeria, a planet that was twice the size of Cybertron, but with only a quarter habitable due to constant asteroid impacts. The Atzerians had managed to set up a dampening field, and stretch it to
           the limits of one-quarter of the planet. When they first arrived on this world, many of their people had been lost to the impacts, before the technology for the dampening field was constructed. Many stellar cycles later, as they were prospering, and on the verge of a technological breakthrough, a group of Atzerian scientists were off-world exploring another world, when their ship was destroyed by a hostile group of large robots for no reason. There was only one survivor.
           He who survived became leader of Atzeria years later, and vowed to avenge the deaths of his comrades. And after much research and development, he had found the answer: a mind probe designed to take control of the robots, and turn them on each other. Fex’ra had chosen a combiner to be the first recipient, hoping to use him to accomplish the same objective with others. But his grand plan eventually fell apart, with the combiner only affecting other combiners, and not any high-ranking robots. Even though some of the robots were killed, the robots and their planet remained intact for he most part, their leaders gaining control once again.
           Fex’ra knew that if the plan were to fail, there would be repercussions. His intelligence reported to him recently that the robots had been rebuilding and gearing up for something big, but at the time, he had chose not to listen. Now it seemed he would have to send more spies, not just to gather data on the production, but to find out how far off am offensive against Atzeria was. He had much to do.

           A leader that wouldn’t listen was a foolish leader indeed, thought Panar.
          “After all I have done for him.” he mumbled out loud. If it hadn’t been for Fex’ra, Panar would not be General of the Atzerian forces, an he understood this. But for years before Fex’ra’s appointment as leader, they had been friends for megacycles, always looking out for each other no matter what. But now, it seemed to Panar that all Fex’ra cared about was power, and his forcefulness in using it. He was no longer the cool, collected person that Panar had been friends with. Fex’ra had become a megalomaniac, letting the revenge absorb him and cloud his mind for the most part.
           As he walked down the long corridor to the defense mainframe, he wondered if there was at all a way things could go back the way they were before, but Panar would soon find out that there was no going back. There was only the future, and it would prove to be a time that he wished he would never see happen. Panar activated the main computer, and sent a coded message to the intelligence bureau, hoping to have spies sent out by the end of the cycle. Even a spy probe would be beneficial to him at this point, as he decided to view the gathered data long before he reported it to Fex’ra.
           The video screen suddenly came to life. “X’Atha here. What do you want?” he asked of General Panar. 
          “Ah yes, X’Atha, I require a spy probe to be sent towards the robot planet immediately.” he explained. “I am a busy man,” began X’Atha. “But I believe I can arrange that for you. It will launch momentarily.” said X’Atha. 
          “Excellent!” exclaimed Panar. He sat back down quietly, and began to work at the controls, X’Athas’ image disappearing from the view screen. Panar sent for some troops to guard the mainframe, then settled in on his work, making the preparations to receive the data that would be coming from the spy probe once it began transmitting. He worked his controls continuously, not wanting to skip any  part of his plan. Now all he needed was that data....


Charr

            A small spherical probe dropped into low orbit, it’s technology scanning for just about anything, trying to gather integral data on the planet’s inhabitants to send back to it’s owners. The probe’s stealth technology rendered it invisible to most known scanning equipment, enabling it to break it’s orbit a short time later to swoop down on the location of the base on the planet’s surface. The probe quietly dropped down and landed behind a rock formation not far from the transformer base.
           The probe’s scanners were on full sweep, trying to pick up anyone or anything nearby. Suddenly, it’s cameras picked up on a structure and robots entering and exiting the structure. The probe hovered silently above the ground, recording everything that was going on. A cycle later, the probe began to hover towards the structure, getting as much technical data as possible, as it’s limited power cells prevented it from staying too long. The data was badly needed by the Council.
           Robots came and went, some transformed, some carried equipment in and out of the structure. Through all of this in a short period of time, the probe stayed until the low power warnings kicked in. It was time for the probe to leave the surface and begin the transmission of the precious data collected. The ion drive was activated, and the probe rose silently into the sky, achieving orbit quickly. It orbited the planet once, and was about to begin transmitting, when it’s sensors detected something closing in on it from another orbit. It was a spy satellite from the planet.
           As the probe’s systems struggled to open a channel to send the data, the foreign satellite locked on to the probe, and opened fire with a compact plasma cannon. The probe was instantly destroyed, it’s debris spreading out in orbit. It had transmitted a fraction of what it had recorded before being obliterated, but unfortunately it wasn’t enough to use, leaving the Atzerians with a huge disadvantage in the coming battle. It wasn’t supposed to happen like this, but it did.


Atzeria

           “NOOO!! DAMMIT!!!” screamed Panar, his frustration quite evident. Having just watched the video feed of the probe being destroyed, he was at wits end. Panar got up from his chair and pushed it into the wall. The thud from the chair was quite loud, and it made the nearest computer terminal blink once. He knew that the probe was his last shot at intelligence. He couldn’t spare any personnel to go to the enemy planet, as he needed all of his troops for the defence of Atzeria itself. He knew he would have to explain this all to Fex’Ra somehow.
           Panar composed himself a little better before heading off to the council chambers to address Fex’Ra and the other two council members. As he made his way out of the defence mainframe and down the main corridor, he was trying to figure out how to convince the council that this was no big deal, that the defence forces should instead be focused on planetary defence, and not pointless reconnaissance that was a waste of precious resources.
           A minute later, he had arrived at the council chambers, and decided to go in immediately. Panar opened the doors, and walked in. He was surprised that only Fex’Ra was in the room, the other two members and their aides nowhere to be seen. He turned to the elder leader and spoke. 
          “My Lord, the spy probe has failed. It was destroyed before it could transmit much.” he explained, and waited for a response. The dark form of Fex’Ra, concealed by the room’s lack of lighting, turned on his chair to face the General. 
          “Indeed. How quaint.” he said.
           Panar just stood there, unsure of what was to follow. “What are your orders my Lord?” asked Panar. Fex’Ra thought for a second, then spoke. 
          “You will divert all military resources towards planetary defence at once.” said Fex’Ra. Panar nodded and started to leave, before stopping and asking a final question. 
          “Does the council wish to monitor my progress?” he queried. Fex’Ra laughed in an evil sort of way before making his response. “There is no council anymore. I have dissolved it. You will answer to me and only me from now on.”
           The general thought about this for a second, before walking out the door. This wasn’t good. The purpose of the council was to have all three make the decisions so that no one person could hold too much power. Preoccupied now more then before, Panar started walking a bit faster, knowing that time was of the essence in a big way, for more reasons then one. After all, the fate of his world was hanging in the balance, and he knew this could only end in fire.


Charr

           “Target destroyed. It didn’t have a chance.” said Shockwave, his optic quite intent on the screen in front of him. 
          “What was it?” asked Ultra Magnus, wondering out loud. Shockwave pressed a few buttons on the control panel, and brought a technical read out up on the main screen. 
          “It was a probe of some sort, with a capacity to gather a great deal of information.” he explained. Magnus considered this for a moment before he spoke. 
          “Indeed. Tell the Technobots to increase their patrol. Send the Terrorcons if you have to.” he said. Shockwave nodded.
         “Agreed.” he said, before turning and walking out of the control area hurriedly. 
          Magnus kept glancing back and forth at the probe’s technical data that was still up on the screen. He didn’t like the fact that someone may have gotten the upper hand on him without him knowing. For the time being, Magnus decided not to over-analyze anything, preferring to wait and see what further investigations turned up. Besides, the war would be commencing soon, ending the current espionage on both sides to focus on the main war effort.
           As a career soldier, he knew that this could be a short war, or it could drag on and become a drain on resources. A short war would be in their best interests, as any kind of prolonged battle would take large amounts of energon. 
          “Energon should not be wasted, no matter how abundant it is.” he said out loud. Magnus went back to his controls and started doing sensor sweeps of the planet, hoping to find another intruder. With nothing showing up, he decided to check in with the Technobots.
           Magnus tapped the comm and called them. “Magnus to Scattershot, come in.” he said. Static was heard in return for a brief moment, before Scattershot’s voice came across.  
          “Scattershot here. Go ahead.” he said. 
          Magnus replied. “Anything out there?” 
          Scattershot replied immediately. “Nothing. Absolutely nothing.” he said. 
          “Very well. Return to base for now.” 
          “Yes sir.” said Scattershot, before the channel closed.
                             
           Normally, it was hard to motivate the Terrorcons into doing something unless it was total destruction of something else, but today it seemed easy for some reason. They had accepted their orders easily, and immediately left for patrol detail. Shockwave was actually happy for once that everything was going well under the circumstances. With  the war imminent, it was imperative for everything to function properly. This is something he had learned in over four million years as chief administrator of Cybertron back when Megatron had been marooned on the planet Earth.
           Now working together with Ultra Magnus, he was finding the alliance more preferable, as it had given him a more calm perspective on everything. No longer did he wish for the destruction of the Autobots. The prosperity that this peace had brought was enough for him. Shockwave collected his thoughts, and began walking back to the central control room, wanting to stay updated on everything that was going on. He was just about to turn a corner when his comm beeped. He stopped to answer it.
           “Shockwave here.” he said. 
           Ultra Magnus replied. “I’ve just received word from Soundwave. The fleet is entering Atzerian space now.” 
          “I will arrive at control soon. Shockwave out.” he said, as he closed the channel and continued walking. In a way, he envied Soundwave for being a part of an operation like his. He would have liked to join his comrades, but orders are orders.
          ‘Besides, who else could run an entire planet like I do?’ he thought. Either way, he knew that it would be one hell of a fight, regardless who was there.



                                                        Chapter 3 - Assault 

			
Atzeria
                               
          “Ready the planetary pulse cannons!!” yelled Panar into his comm unit, as the massive enemy armada began to pop up on his scanners. The armada was about  the size he anticipated, but still commanded the fear he felt at the prospect of the destruction it and it’s beings could bring upon his world. It was a chaotic time now, as the sound of metallic footfalls belonging to hundreds of soldiers began to ring out throughout the military complex, one of many across Atzeria. With the scanners sounding off everywhere due to the armada, it was then that his comm unit beeped a him, an incoming message waiting. 
          “Panar here.” he said sternly into it. The familiar voice of Fex’Ra responded immediately.  
          “General, what are you waiting for? The armada is here!” he yelled. 
           Panar was quick to respond. “I am aware of that my Lord. I was merely waiting for them to get closer so I can begin the assault with the planetary pulse cannons!” he yelled back hurriedly.
          “Keep me informed.” said Fex’Ra, before the comm line was closed. Panar just stood there for a moment and stared at the viewscreen, watching as the armada grew near, in some sort of formation as if not for war, but for show. He knew that this odd serenity wold not last for much longer, as the hell of war was about to explode all around him, and all of Atzeria. He wondered for a split second if all this was really necessary. To Panar, war was something that shouldn’t happen no matter what, as the aftermath itself was proof enough that war was more than catastrophic.
           “Only time will tell if our chosen path was a correct one.” he muttered. His comm unit again beeped. He answered it quickly to hear the voice of his chief lieutenant. 
           “Sir, the weapons are ready, and the enemy is in position.” he explained. Panar sighed for a moment, knowing the unstoppable series of events that were about to be put in motion. But this was no time to have a lapse. What must happen, would happen. 
           “Very well.” he began. “You may open fire at your discretion....” 

Atzerian Space			

            Atzeria was in their sights, and all hell was about to break loose. The invasion force was almost in orbit, it’s shuttles and bunches of soaring Cybertronians were a force to be reckoned with. They knew that any second now, the Atzerian defences could come to life and begin the onslaught. Whiterod soared at the head of the attack force, ready for whatever awaited himself and the others. He opened a comm channel to the entire force.
           “Be ready everyone. It’s far too quiet for comfort.” he said as he closed the channel. He wasn’t exactly sure how everything would play out, but he knew for sure that it would be fast and furious, and a little bit of a challenge. With that thought, he cracked a small smile. He wouldn’t have it any other way.
           Suddenly, he began to pick up something on his optical scanners. There were multiple energy sources coming to life on the surface. His scanners told him that the sources has targeting scanners, and him and the attack force were the targets! He quicky opened a comm channel.  
          “They’ve locked on with planetary defences! Evasive action!!!” he yelled before closing the channel. The ground assault would have to temporarily be put on hold til the planetary
defences were taken care of. He braked and stopped his forward motion and all but hung in space, soon being surrounded by his own forces. He gestured at the planet. 
          “Aerialbots, Combaticons, destroy their defences!!” he ordered, as fiery bolts from pulse
cannons began to break the calm. The Aerialbots and Combaticons hurriedly began their descent to surface of Atzeria, focused on the task at hand. Soon, they would arrive and begin their unholy assault.

Atzeria
					 
            The attack has begun, with the pulse cannons coming to bear on the hostile force at full power, discharging their powerful bolts of energy.
           “Target their ships first and destroy them!” yelled the lieutenant. The soldiers that were manning the fire control system only nodded, and turned back to their consoles, doing as they were ordered. With the new targets set, the weapons again began to discharge, shuddering after each shot. On the viewscreen, it seemed that the large shuttles were somehow able to evade the guns. But just as the second salvo was discharged, one of the enemy’s larger yellowish-orange ship exploded before them, being hit with one too many bursts of their weapons. The lieutenant immediately opened a comm channel to the General to convey their success.
             General Panar answered the comm. “Yes, Lieutenant?” he queried.
            “Sir, we have destroyed one of their ships!” said the lieutenant happily. He did not expect the cantankerousness that came next from the General. “You bothered me for THAT??” he shouted. “What is ONE ship in the middle of a war??? Don’t celebrate til this damn conflict is over and we are victorious!” yelled Panar before the comm channel cut out.
            The lieutenant was about to comment when he was interrupted by one of his men. “Sir, ten robots have broken off and are heading straight for us!” said the soldier, a touch of fear in his voice. 
           “Mobilize the hovertanks, NOW! They must not be allowed to breach our defences!” ordered the lieutenant, as he checked the incoming data on his console, worriedly.

           “Aerialbots, focus your attack on the main cannons. They must be destroyed.” explained Silverbolt. The rest of the Aerialbots agreed, and began their attack. Already in their airplane modes, the five of them opened fire on the massive pulse cannons, their particle weapon fire raining down below. Small explosions rang out before a large explosion ripped through the massive cannon, sending large chunks of it flying everywhere. 
            Further away, the five combaticons had converged on another of the pulse cannons, and transformed to robot mode to destroy it quickly. Before they could do so, a small fleet of ground vehicles sped towards them, the humming of their hovering technology quite evident. Onslaught and Vortex opened fire on the vehicles immediately, while the other three kept up their fire on the cannon. It became evident that more was needed to take out the tanks and completely wipe out the cannon. It was at that time that a different course of action was taken.
           “Combaticons, form BRUTICUS!!!” yelled Onslaught. The four other robots took their position, and transformed, combining with one another to form the powerful gestalt Bruticus, a culmination of the five. It was then in the first moments after the merge that Bruticus spoke. 
           “Now you will feel the power of Bruticus!” he broadcasted. Almost immediatley, he began stomping around and opening fire with his weapon simultaneously, carrying out massive destruction, the cannon being destroyed easily, the hover tanks being crushed by his massive
feet, or blown to bits by his gun.

           He screamed into the comm unit, unaware of what to do next. 
           "General, the five aircraft have blown up a cannon, and the gigantic robot has wiped out even more! What do we do???” he queried hastily. 
           General Panar responded sternly. “Do your job Lieutenant. They must not be allowed to penetrate our defences at all costs!!” he snapped before closing the comm channel. The lieutenant just stared off into a faze for a brief second before speaking. He turned to his platoon leader whom he had summoned earlier.
           “Ready the troops, and prepare my hovertank. Our task is clear.” he said. 
           The platoon leader nodded. “At once sir.” he said before leaving the room.
           With the enemy on the assault and succeeding, it was time for him to personally oversee and coordinate the ground assault. He knew this mission could be his last, and was as prepared a he would have ever been. After another check on the scanners, he finally left his console, and
began running out of the room and down the corridor to the main tank bay, finding the platoon leader almost immediately. 
           “Your hovertank is ready sir.” said the platoon leader. 
           “Good. Prepare to depart.” he acknowledged, before climbing intothe hovertank with the two other crew members. 
           “All systems go sir.” said the pilot.
           “Excellent. Launch immediately.” responded the lieutenant.
            The large bay doors opened, their ridged metallic forms sliding to each side in a matter of seconds. The lieutenant’s hovertank was the first out the bay, with a formation of twenty more following closely behind. The seconds seemed to take an eternity as they got closer to the enemy force, but it wasn’t until he saw the size of the enemy giant up close that the full scale of this war sunk in. There was no turning back. This was it.

Atzerian Orbit
		
           Bolts of energy still flew past him, occasionally striking a shuttle or two. He figured the planetary defences would be taken out by now. In fact, his optical scanners were now picking up more blips appearing on the ground. He hoped that the two gestalts he sent down there would get the job done, but perhaps he needed to send some additonal support. After all, he’d lost a few shuttles now, and several of the Decepticlones to the planetary weapons. It was then he decided to turn a calculated strike into an all-out assault. He opened a channel so that everyone could hear him. 
          “Autobots, Decepticons, ASSAULT THE PLANET!!!” he yelled enthusiastically. Some of them transformed to robot mode as they descended to the planet’s surface, some stayed in their alternate modes to attack certain areas. The last transformers to descend on the planet were the Dinobots, who were directed towards the power stations in hopes of knocking out the
power supply to any and all heavy weapons. What began as a flurry of pulse turret fire was now a scene of total carnage, with small explosions dotting the planet’s surface, firefights lighting up the darkness on the ground, and debris flying in every possible direction. One by one, the large pulse cannons were put out of commission and brought the Cybertronians one step closer to victory, and total domination over the Atzerians. 
           It wasn’t long before Whiterod landed on the surface, and took control of the ground              offensive. Almost immediately, he spotted a command tower of some sort, and decided to take it out himself. As he stared down the tower, his optics glowed a bright red as he focused all his energy into his rifle. He aimed it precisely at the tower’s centre, and prepared to let loose a massive beam of plasma energy.

Atzerian Tactical Tower 017

           Everything was exploding around him, and for some reason, he couldn’t figure out why it was happening so fast. He looked out the wide viewport to check on the status of his platoon, but all he saw were robots. Robots blowing away the comm antennas, robots destroying hovertanks, and robots that looked like large animals of some sort eating the side of pulse turret.
           Zakar didn’t know what to do. His platoon was almost anhilated, his pulse turrets were wrecked or destroyed, and his remaining troops were using hand weapons to try to repel the intruders and keep them away from the nearby power station. He pressed a few controls on the panel under the viewport, and managed to bring another turret back online.
           Unfortunately, there wasn’t enough power to get it working properly.
          “Dammit! I need that turret working!” he yelled, just before the tower shook, and a console blew up behind him. He turned to see a soldier slumped over the flaming console, energy bolts arcing all around him. Zakar was now alone in the tower, with no one else he could call to help him, as they were all involved in the attack on the robot invaders. He turned back to the viewport to try to work the console and get the turret running, when he froze in his tracks due to what he now saw. A large robot had managed to seemingly appear out of thin air, and was pointing it’s large weapon right at his tower! He couldn’t move, the fear was immobilizing. He could only stare as the end of the robot’s weapon began to glow with the raw energy that was built up inside of it and about to be released....
 

                                                  Chapter 4 - Falling Back

Atzerian Council Chamber

           The ground shook again before he could speak. “My Lord, the battle does not go well at all. We are on the verge of defeat.” explained Panar. Fex’Ra just sat there in the centre throne of the chamber, his head resting on his fists. 
          “Very well.” he began. “Tell your forces to pull back and reinforce the capital, as well as Tor’Exra.” he finished.
          “Yes my Lord.” replied Panar. He was about to leave when Fex’Ra spoke again. 
          “General, do the smaller cities still have their reactors running?” Queried Fex’Ra. Panar responded quickly. “Yes, they do.” he said. 
           Fex’Ra hought for a second before giving his reply. “Set the reactors to explode at the moment the invaders enter those cities.” he said.
           The scope of this undertaking momentarily stunned Panar, but after a few quick seconds, he responded. “Very well, my Lord.” Fex’Ra didn’t move a muscle. He just sat there, as stolid as usual as Panar left the chamber. Only after Panar left did he speak softly to himself. 
          “May the Maker forgive me for what I am about to do.”
           He had never wanted to consider this option at one point in time, but with the enemy being as relentless as they were, and with the speed of which they were pushing across his world, he had no choice. The inhabitants of these small cities could not be told if it were to succeed. Even if some of his soldiers found out, it could lead to total disaster. Fex’Ra then decided it was time for him and the ‘council’ to evacuate the planet. There could be no more gained by himself and the other former council members staying to watch the dismemberment of their world. He got up from his chair, and took one last look around the chamber before tapping a button on his armrest. A secret door suddenly opened in the wall in front of him, and without any further adieu, he stormed through it, not wanting to waste any more time before it all ended around him.

Atzerian Surface

           The tactical tower before him exploded easily from the power of his plasma blast, the top shearing off from the base in the blast and landing a short distance away, it flaming hulk a testament to the raw power of his superior weaponry. Whiterod knew it was time to get his forces to head towards and seize their cities, as this would bring their military to a demoralized halt. He quickly opened a comm channel to all his forces. 
          “This is Whiterod.” he began. “All units head for city nearest you and secure it.” he finished before cutting the channel. He then transformed into his vehicle mode and sped off in pursuit of the nearest city that popped up on his optical scanners. It wasn’t too far away, so he figured it wouldn’t take long. Dodging a few explosions from heavy weapons fire, he arrived at the nearest city in good time. He quickly transformed to robot mode, and was about to start securing it, when he noticed Bruticus already in the area, with everything under control. Whiterod was a little surprised, as sometimes it took a bit of creativity to get Bruticus motivated.   
          “Bruticus, what is our status in this area?” he asked the gestalt.
           Bruticus considered his answer for a moment, as sometimes he had problems putting sentences together. But this time, it didn’t take too long.
          “City....secure. Bruticus fight hard.” he thundered. Whiterod blinked once before responding. Even after all this time, he could never get used to the way Bruticus spoke. 
          “Very well. Hold your position for now and await new orders.” he said to the large combiner. After a few seconds, Bruticus only nodded. Whiterod transformed back into his vehicle mode, and sped off towards the bulk of his force to lend a hand in attacking the Atzerian captial. The weapons fire was getting less pronounced as time passed. He was mildly confident that the war would end in a short period of time, but did not let that influence his desicions in the
present. It would be foolish of him to think too far ahead. 
           ‘After all,’ he thought. 'Look what that did for Starscream...’
 
Atzerian Captial

           It was all ready to go. The reactors of the smaller cities were rigged, the enemy was holding position in one of them, and his finger was on the switch. Soon, the tide would be turned, even though it’s cost would be high. Panar had heard it all before. 
         “Sometimes a few have to be sacrificed to save the many.” were the words spoken by then-leader Ker’Na back when Panar was first promoted to General. Regardless who he heard it from, it still didn’t sound any better now. Panar had never done anything so rash before in the whole time since his activation. 
         ‘If only we had never sent that science scout to their system.’ he thought to himself, the ill-fated exploration mission now fresh in his mind. Little did anyone know that the mission was not jut for science, but for some covert reconnaissance on several worlds, including the homeworld of the robots. But none of that mattered now. What was done, was done, and there
was no point reflecting on the distant past.
          A voice interrupted his thoughts. “General, we are ready for phase one.” said one of his lieutenants. Panar nodded in his direction, and walked over to the fire control console, albeit a little slow. The ground shook a bit as he made his way across the floor, and that made him walk a little quicker. When hegot to the console, he rechecked some of the data, and flipped the switch’s cover up to reveal the square, blue button.
          He knew history would remember him and what he was doing to some extent, but hopefully it would remember him for the right reasons. This was not his choice, but in the interest of saving his world, he was willing to do it by any means possible. One more quick check revealed that the reactor was ready to blow. All it needed was the final command to overload. Without any more delay, he stabbed the button with his index finger, and bowed his head for the life that was about to be lost.

Atzerian Surface

            There was no warning whatsoever. Nothing popped up on his optical scanners, nothing was picked up on any of his passive scans. One second the city is quiet, the next second, everything is blowing up around him. He and his five parts felt it before any of them saw it, the heat from the massive explosion starting to melt through their protective armour. 
            The force was enough to throw Bruticus into the air for a few seconds, his large form trying to cope with the severity of it all. His large form landed with a heavy thud seconds later, badly damaged and leaking energon and other vital fluids. The destruction was massive. What was once a small city was now a flaming and smouldering blastpoint with debris and burned out wreckage pretty much everywhere.
            Bruticus felt his power fading fast, and tried to split back into the five Combaticons in an attempt to save them all, but to no avail. The explosion fused some of their parts together, while two of them were already knocked offline.The life was slowly draining out of him, and there was nothing he could do. Just then, Vortex exploded violently, sending shrapnel into the side of Bruticus’ head and just about everywhere else. The end was near for the large gestalt, and quite surprising at the least. He was one of the strongest and toughest combiners of them all, having seen action numerous times, as he was a mainstay in most attack forces. From Starscream to
Megatron, from Galvatron to Whiterod, Bruticus was there to wreak havoc on anything that stood in his way. But now it was almost assured that his time was up, his era of destruction was finally over.
            His optics began to dim, and after a couple blinks, went out completely, his body now a charred smouldering mess, scarred by an assailant that was never seen. The sparks of the five Combaticons broke free of the dead bodies, and floated up into the sky together, rising into space, and beginning a slow journey into the vast blackness of space.

           “Get out of the smaller cities, they’re blowing them up on purpose!!” Yelled Red Alert into his comm unit, unnerved a little by the first couple of explosions. He had landed his ship nearby to commence any repairs of the main battle groups here on the surface, and while landing, had seen two small cities blown up. So far, there were no casualties, as most of the attack force had diverted to the large cities and the capital.
            Hopefully, no more Cybertronians would be in or near the smaller cities, curbing any casualties at the moment. After a quick look around, Red Alert got back on board his shuttle to rejoin the Aquacons, as they were assigned as medical protection and help him as long as he needed them. A few seconds later, the shuttle rose into the sky, and was jetting off towards the capital. Red Alert knew from experience that the bigger the battle, the more possibility of casualties piling up. He would fight when he had to, but nowadays was happy to remain in the background and focus on being the main medic on Cybertron. As the shuttle approached the perimeter of the capital, the fighting became heavy. 
           As he brought it around so search for a suitable landing site, the shuttle rocked violently as weapons fire from below began to hit it from all sides. Red Alert started to get a little frustrated, his landing now more dangerous.
           “Dammit, I just want to land this slagging ship!” he yelled, not noticing he was directing his anger at his controls. A short time later, the shuttle touched down in a clearing in the outskirts of the capital, where Whiterod and the Constructicons were engaged in a serious firefight with a whole legion of Atzerian troops and hovertanks. 
          “Aquacons, get in there an help them out, quickly!” he exclaimed at the group.
           They nodded and hurried down the ramp towards the action, weapons drawn. The six Aquacons immediately got into the battle, letting loose a few shots to provide cover for the others. More hovertanks showed up, unleashing barrage after barrage on the group of Cybertronians. First Aid was watching from the shuttle, preparing some instruments and tools in case the casualties tarted pouring in.
                                
           “I WANT ANSWERS NOW!!!” screamed Panar in a commanding yet nearly psychotic tone. His lieutenants and other soldiers present couldn’t come up with an answer of why none of the invaders were destroyed or at the very least damaged by the destruction of several small cities. The reactor explosions were more than powerful enough to vaporize or inflict heavy damage anything in the vicinity.
           Panar began to go over the new tactical data being received. Apparently, the invader robots were advancing on the capital much faster than anticipated, and had destroyed several early warning defences with ease. The situation didn’t look very good at all, and it left Panar wondering if he would make it out of this alive. As the minutes ticked by, the robots advanced further, their battle perimeter now halfway to the capital’s central core. Every monitor he looked
at showed the robots beating back his forces, and getting closer and closer to the core. With his options dwindling, and his forces on the verge of defeat, he decided that there was only one course of action left. He walked over to the main comm console, and activated the array that would help him communicate with all his forces.
            He pressed the button that opened the channel, paused a moment, then spoke. 
           “This is General Panar to all Atzerian forces.” he began. “Retreat to the Krex’Ja Starport immediately. That is an order. Retreat.” he finished, before closing the comm channel. The ground shook immediately, and several consoles exploded violently, sending his command area into disarray. Panar took one more look around the now fully ablaze headquarters, before dashing out the emergency exit, heading to a waiting hovertank. This had been one decision that he had always wished he never would make.


                                                   Chapter 5 - On The Run

           His gigantic hands ripped open the side of the large complex with ease, creating a gaping hole for which some of the others began to pour through. Devastator then fired a burst of energy from his weapon at the group of hovertanks heading their way, blowing most of them to pieces, allowing Whiterod and a few of the Aquacons to get past with ease. 
           Devastator’s brute force was always welcome in situations like these, as the Aquacons were unable to form Executor due to heavy damage taken by Screamer and Cutter. He crashed through another wall, walking at the rear of the forces that had now advanced into the core of the city, now meeting little or no resistance at all. It was safe to say that the bulk of the Atzerian forces had been beaten back. As time passed, it was soon evident that the Atzerians were in full
retreat, the cities almost empty now. The capital was secured quickly, and soon the remaining other cities fell. The main power grid was destroyed in an assault, darkening everything, as well as shutting down the reactors set to blow up other cities. Some areas still burned and smouldered, the remnants of repeated attacks and skirmishes.
           Devastator and his group pushed on, and as they mad their way to the other side of the capital, noticed a row of ships on launch pads starting to ignite their engines. Whiterod and the other transformed and sped off towards the launch pads, while Devastator split back into his six Constructicons, and they hurried to the scene on foot, covering the rear in case of any sneak attack. Suddenly, one ship blasted off into the sky, and shortly afterward, a second ship lifted off as well. The escape had begun.

           The first ship was already well into the sky when his ship blasted off from the launch pad, making it’s way into space. Panar watched the screen as two more ships were about to take off, noting that the robots were almost near them. The third an fourth ships began their launch sequences, and were just getting off the ground, when two explosions caused them both to fall to he ground and hit it hard, the ships burning on the ground.
           Panar shuddered at the thought of not getting away, then turned his attention to the journey ahead. He had received a communique earlier stating that Fex’Ra and the rest of the council had already departed Atzeria, and were on their way to the planet of Goo to hide for a while. The two ships and their passengers were all that was left of the main Atzerian defence force. He didn’t want to retreat and run like this, but he had no other choice at the moment. Someone had to escape and try to preserve themselves and their way of life. True, him and his people may be artificial beings, but that didn’t necessarily mean that their culture was bland. The Atzerian people had accomplished quite a bit in the eons since the creators had left them. After
all, they had gotten this far. It was only a few bad decisions that led them down this current path of war and destruction.
            However, there was little he could do at this point in time but meet with Fex’Ra on the planet Goo and hope for the best. If they were going to survive this ordeal, they would have to come up with a plan. 
           “Sir,” said one of the pilots, interrupting his thoughts. “The robots are in pursuit!” he exclaimed. Panar looked into the viewer to see three vessels trailing his ship. He knew that this would come to a head, and soon.

Open space

            “We’re in pursuit. They won’t get away today!”explained Blaster, who was piloting one of the ships that was pursuing the Atzerians. Whiterod just nodded, then glanced over at the Constructicons, who were talking amongst themselves about their recent action. Just then, something bugged him enough to ask a question of Blaster. 
           “What is their course anyways??” he queried. Blaster checked his controls, then responded. “Looks like their heading to Goo.” he explained.
            Whiterod walked over to the copilot’s seat, sat down, and just stared at the viewer. “Why would they go there? The Junkions that live there won't let them land." He mumbled to himself. Just then, he  got an idea. He worked the controls quickly for a few nanoclicks, setting up a covert transmission to Wreck-Gar, leader of the Junkions. If his timing was good, he could have the Junkions surround the remaining Atzerians and detain them until he got there with his own forces.
            The journey to Goo wasn’t a long one, but Whiterod decided to not rush the trip due to his plan. The Junkions were more than capable of keeping the Atzerians busy for a while, so he wasn’t worried about any possible outcomes. There were a couple more shuttles that had come with him, as the rest of his forces stayed behind to oversee the surrender of the few soldiers and tank units left on Atzeria.
            Hopefully, this war would be brought to it’s conclusion soon, with the apprehension of the top Atzerian leaders. Whiterod had no interest in a prolonged conflict, as it took away from Cybertron’s normal happenings, as well as his own work and whatnot. As the shuttle group neared the planet of junk, Whiterod made final preparations for landing, as well as the size of the force he wanted to take with him. It was time to start wrapping this all up.
			
Planet Goo

           Their ships having landed on the junk-covered surface, Panar and some troops dismbarked, weapons in hand, to meet up with Fex’Ra near that ship’s landing spot. He wasn’t exactly sure why they had come here of all places to go and make a stand, but nonetheless, he had to put on a brave face for his men. Fex’Ra would reveal the plan to him eventually.
           Seeking out Fex’Ra, Panar ran the short distance to the other ship to enlist the aid of some of the others. He didn’t know where Fex’Ra’s ship had landed, but he did know that it wasn’t in the immediate vicinity. Unfortunately, they couldn’t find a closer place to land. Lucky for them, they had the use of three hovertanks that had been hurriedly crammed into the ship’s small cargo bay before the launch. Panar and three troops climbed aboard the hovertank, and within a few seconds, were underway and off in search of Fex’Ra, with the other two
hovertanks following closely behind. Scanners were at maximum to try to find the other ship, but for the first little while, nothing showed up. 
           Suddenly, all three hovertanks came to a halt due to a large obstruction ahead. That large obstruction was a group of Junkions staring down the hovertanks with their swords and hand weapons.
          “How is this possible?” queried Panar. He had escaped robots just to be ambushed by more robots? To him it didn’t make any sense at all. He had no clue how he was going to get out of this predicament. One of the robots began to speak to him and his group, interrupting his train of thought. 
          “Tell me punk, are you feeling lucky?” it asked next, in a jovial yet serious tone. Panar didn’t respond. Instead, he had the soldier next to him ready the tank’s pulse turret.
          “FIRE!” yelled Panar, with the pulse turret letting loose a barrage of energy right after. The lead robot was hit in the upper torso, and fell over, the others that were with him beginning to attack the other hovertanks that had at that moment scattering to avoid the weapons fire. Just then, the lead robot got back to his feet. 
          “Takes a licking and keeps on ticking!” 

           As the shuttle descended to the surface of Junkion, the other two shuttles began their orbits of the planet, not getting too close or too far away if needed. As soon as the main shuttle touched down, Whiterod and four of the Aquacons left to find the remaining Atzerians.  He was hoping to run into Wreck-Gar at some point so he could find out if the Junkion leader had seen
any of the Atzerians.
           Whiterod was confused as to why they would run to Goo in the first place. For anyone who had never been to Goo or Junkion before or had never made contact with the Junkions, it could be a very hostile place. The Junkions, while fun loving, didn’t take easily to invaders or outsiders. The quietness of it all was interrupted by his audios picking up weapons fire off in the distance. He broke into a run, then transformed to auto mode.
           He sped towards the sound, as the Aquacons leapt into the air and soared above, trying to get a better view of what lay ahead. As they all got closer, the weapons fire grew louder, until they began to see the flashes of energy weapons coming up fast. The Aquacons then started to circle around the perimeter of where the fighting was. Whiterod arrived soon after, and transformed into his robot mode, and drew his rifle. His optics began to glow brighter than normal, his powers charging him for battle.

           The enemy was circling his general and remaining troops, and there was nothing he could do about it. His ship had crash landed on the planet of junk, damaged by an attack from a enemy ship on its way here. Fex’Ra was the only survivor, the crew and other council members destroyed with the ship, too badly damaged to land properly. The situation was grave at best and he didn’t know what to do. 
           Fex’Ra couldn’t even salvage more than a small hand weapon from the wreckage, which seemingly wouldn’t even scratch the large robots. He continued to watch as the robots that were circling above were now heading down to the ground, probably to help surround his forces an anhilate them. It was then he decided he must do something. Hiding in the wreckage of his ship was accomplishing nothing. He grabbed the weapon he had found, charged it’s power cell to full, and started running towards the area. Minutes ticked by as he started to get
closer and closer to the action, not knowing what to expect. He was almost there now, and noticed another robot come out of nowhere and join the foray into the perimeter. Fex’Ra was about to line up a shot at one of the robots, when he stopped dead in his tracks, staring in disbelief at what he saw going on up ahead of him.
           The robot that had joined late outstretched his hand towards Panar and the troops and discharged a stream of fire, which hit the ground in front of them and turned into a flaming wall of fire that surrounded his people completely. He just stood there, staring in awe and contemplating some kind of way around this new obstacle. As he was about to go nearer for a better look, he watched as his troops and general laid there weapons down and raised their arms up in surrender.
           It was over and he knew it. There was nothing he could do from this point on. Fex’Ra lowered his own weapon, and began to walk towards the robots, his own surrender to be offered to the giant beings. He began to hear a sound of some sort getting closer to where he was, but couldn’t identify it. He kept walking and raised his weapon again as the sound got louder, and louder. Suddenly, the ground exploded right in front of him, sending his body airborne before crashing into a large pile of debris.
           The rubble above became unstable and collapsed as his whole world went dark. The area smouldered for a while, and then just like that, Goo was suddenly quiet, the scene of a few conclusions, and the end of the Atzerian War in all it’s failed glory.


                                              Chapter 6 - Lost And Found

Cybertron

           Shuttle after shuttle began to descend from orbit, landing on the surface one by one. As they touched down and the ramps deployed, battle weary and battle scarred Cybertronians slowly filed out of them, glad to be back on their own world, glad the war was over. For some, it was just another conflict to be involved in, another war story to tell in times to come. But for others, it was a war that they never wanted to be a part of in the first place, but went anyways to defend Cybertron and all that inhabit it.
           Most came back from this war, but five did not. For the first time ever, the mighty Bruticus fell in battle never to get up again. His assailant was never to be seen, his instrument of demise an entire city that was blown up to stop him. But no matter what, the Combaticons were coming home. As the activity on Cybertron slowed for a while, a small disturbance caught the attention of whoever was in the area, the sky beginning to glow.
          Five glowing orbs descended from above, the lost sparks of the five Combaticons returning home to their world, reunited with their own kind again. It was not unusual for sparks to return home, but for millenia, it hadn’t happened much at all. Some drifted in space for eons, some found bodies to inherit, while others crossed into a higher plane of existence of thought and energy. It had been planned for some time that Bruticus was to eventually have been deactivated and rebuilt, his brain replaced as well to function more efficiently in battle as a possible sentry for the base on Charr, but all projects were put on hold due to the recent conflicts both on and off Cybertron. Little did anyone know that an entirely new combiner had been constructed and completed a few years before the war, but had been put into storage and left there. The war now over, it was time to renew old projects. 
           Some Cybertronian engineers had gone to the storage area to retrieve the new gestalt, but has found the hold destroyed, a charred mess left over from a the brief conflict between gestalts, thanks to Atzerian mind control. Known to no one was that the combiner was actually stolen from the storage bay before the explosion that tore the area to shreds. Somewhere, a nameless, spark-less gestalt was being held by unknown captors.

Atzeria

             For the first time since colonization, the surface of Atzeria was silent. Cities were either destroyed or abandoned, most the inhabitants in hiding if they didn't already leave. The military and government were no longer, with Fex’Ra dead and General Panar gone with the survivors of the war. No civilians had been killed in the conflict to everyone’s surprise, but weren’t any
more optimistic, there chances of finding another world remote at best. Destroyed or damaged turbotanks and pulse cannons littered the ground in and around the cities, remnants of the ferocious battles that took place. Some places were still burning, the fires raging across large areas. Atzeria was now only a shell of it’s former self. Before leaving, several of the large robots collected soil samples, as well as removing intact turrets and technology to study them at length back on Cybertron.
             A transport ship lay on the ground next to the main hall, having crashed into the side of the building during takeoff, a symbol of a people who’s luck had run out. Kilometers of power tubes that criss-crossed parts of the cities, that once glowed with energy were now dark, the reactors destroyed or deactivated. With no power to maintain any systems, some smaller reactors exploded violently, their failsafes not active without the power.
             A once prosperous world was now slowly burning into oblivion, it’s once proud people now refugees or without shelters. Amongst them, there was no feeling of loss, but no sadness. Only a feeling a of regret was about them, a large thought process of ‘what if’ was consuming them as they pressed on to find a new home. Panar looked out the window of the transport as the planet got smaller and smaller. 
           “What if we had just left everyone alone.” he mumbled. “What if we just kept to ourselves, we could have avoided this calamity.” he finished. What if indeed.

Charr

           Many things were brought into perspective by the war. Since the end of the conflict, the base on Charr had been prioritized to be upgraded for a more permanent defensive base and early warning centre. Gone were the days of complacency. While it was known that no forces from Atzeria had attacked Charr or Cybertron, it was agreed that it could happen when they least expect it, and would totally catch them off-guard at the worst.
           The Technobots continued their patrols around the small world as more units and equipment arrived on Charr, the shuttles landing in groups of three near the base of operations. Ultra Magnus directed the flow of traffic to and from the base, while Shockwave was in control of all shuttle operations. There was a time when these two colleagues would have been at each other’s throats during the Cybertronian Wars, but times do change, and both the Autobots and the Decepticons finally came to the realization that they needed one another, that they needed to
become a single cohesive unit, and a united people.
            To go with the improvements for Charr that they had both agreed on, there would now be a permanent contingent of shuttles, as well as a small network of fusion turrets for planetary defence. There would also be a larger platoon of troops stationed on the small world, supplementing the existing small force. Ultra Magnus had managed to get a few pieces of scientific gear brought to Charr to focus on the recording and research of the planet’s ruins, left over from a long lost civilization of millenia past. 
            As the operations finally began to slow, and most of the equipment was now in place, Shockwave rejoined his comrade in the control centre, and went back to working on the early warning systems on the orbiting defence platforms. Ultra Magnus went back to his console, and decided to contact Cybertron, checking on the progress there. For the first time in a long time, both Shockwave and Magnus felt that Charr was finally on the right track, and everything would work out just fine, with less to worry about than usual.

Goo

            The Cybertronians and Atzerians both gone, going their separate ways after the conclusion of the conflict, Goo was now quiet again, the Junkions now out of sight again until needed. The planet’s surface, sometimes looking like one giant landfill albeit smaller than the one on Junkion itself, now had a few extra craters and burn marks from it’s recent visitors. Although there was a bit of a mess, and extra rubble left behind, the more things changed, the more they stayed the same.
            Wreck-Gar and his people had started moving about earlier to survey the area, but called everything off, due to a faulty television antenna in the capital. Nothing was really more important than television, so most of his men were sent there, while others left for the nearby home planet of Junk  to scavenge some spare parts for the very same transmitter.
            Not far from where the Atzerian transport had crashed weeks earlier, what seemed to be a pile of rubble and smouldering parts began to move, a hole opening up near the centre. As more pieces of debris rolled off the pile, a hand suddenly stuck out, and began pushing more away. The body attached to the hand emerged shortly thereafter, none other than that of Fex’Ra, the former leader of Atzeria. His other arm no longer existed past the shoulder, with damaged circuitry visible.
            The left half of his face was now a charred mess of exposed circuitry and burnt exoskin, his eye still functional. Fex’Ra walked out of the rubble slowly, and glanced around at the same time, making sure there were none of the large robots in the area. He started off in the direction of where he had seen Panar’s ship land a while earlier. His own ship had crashed, and was not
able to be flown again. As he walked, he knew what he ad to do from this point on. Fex’Ra wanted revenge now more than anything. He needed to strike back at those who had condemned him and his people, to inflict the same amount of loss on them as they had done to him. He approached the transport, and made his way up the ramp in a hurry, not wanting to spend any more time then he had to on this planet of pure junk. It didn’t take long for him to reach the cockpit and fire the engines. Not known to anyone else but his instructor, he had undergone secret fighter and tactical piloting lessons a while back, in case of emergency. With the push of a small lever, the ship lifted off the planet’s surface, rocketed into the blackness of space, and disappeared amongst the stars for the time being.

Polyhex, Cybertron

           The last piece now welded into place, he decided to test out it’s strength compared to the prototype. It was very relaxing to be back in his lab, working on a few projects that he had put aside a while back. For Whiterod, working in his lab was a release, a way to temporarily distance himself from the outside world when he needed clarity or just some quiet time. He was about to carry out some testing with his new device, when the comm unit beeped. He put down his tools and walked to his controls, pressing a couple of buttons to activate the viewscreen. It came to life immediately, and revealed the image of Ultra Magnus, who was on Charr. 
          “Yes Magnus, what can I do for you?” queried Whiterod, his optics glowing slightly. 
          “Just wanted to let you know that everything has gone smoothly here on Charr.” he explained.
          “Good,” began Whiterod. “I’m glad you and Shockwave are working together so well.” he finished. 
          “I as well. I would have thought it might be to hard to stop one’s own hate, but we did.” said Magnus. 
          It brought to mind the not too distant past, when he was still obsessed with the destruction of the Autobots. He knew he could never fully attone for what he had done, but in his eyes, he was doing the best he could by having united his people for a common cause.  
         “Thanks for the report, Magnus.” he said. 
          Magnus nodded. “Charr out.” he said, and closed the channel. Whiterod walked back to
his work, and began some testing finally, glad that he now had this time, and glad that he was actually starting to feel better about the past. He thought about the future and what it might hold, then smiled to himself.


                                                             THE END

